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Mapping the scene

• Privacy is an important value but another value –
security, seems to be increasingly in danger, and its 
defence appears to demand significant curbing of 
privacy. 

• „Privacy has metamorphosed from being the object 
of security to a very threat to security“ (Peter J. of security to a very threat to security“ (Peter J. 
Burgess, „Security after Privacy. The Transformation 
of Personal Data in the Age of Terror“, 2008)

• European precautionary counter-terror security politics 
has impelled numerous initiatives and research projects 
on behavior detection technologies used for monitoring 
and managing malintents and abnormal behavior from a 
distance. 



Outlining the problems

• We believe that serious ethical concerns are 
raised by capturing behavior features from 
distance without informing people about the 
processing of their personal data. 

• What is being endangered is not really privacy • What is being endangered is not really privacy 
alone; since privacy supports a range of other 
values (autonomy, democracy, trust, etc), 
limitations on privacy can also place these other 
values at risk.

• These technologies also threaten our society. We 
should recognise that privacy is not only as an 
individual right but also as a social value. 



The functions of privacy

The value of privacy in respect to
•the individual – to protect the autonomy 
“ Privacy in liberal societies is valued and needed for the 
sake of individual liberty and autonomy, that is, for the 
sake of both freedom for each individual to fulfill himself, 
and thus ultimately for the sake of a life that is and thus ultimately for the sake of a life that is 
rewarding.” (Beate Rössler, 2005)
• society – to protect the democracy as a precondition for 
the self-realization of the autonomous individual
“Preconditions for the self-realization of the autonomous 
individual are a liberal democracy and a pluralistic society, 
where everyone can live according to his or hes chosen 
model of the good life.“ (Gavison, 1980)



The value of security

• Security (general term) has been defined as an „absence of 

threats to acquired values“ or a „low probability of damage to 

acquired values“. 
– Objective security refers to the low probability of damage

– Subjective security refers to the feeling of security, or the absence of – Subjective security refers to the feeling of security, or the absence of 

fear that acquired values are threatned 

• Security is often framed as a collective good as opposed to 

the individual interest in privacy

• Security has the great rethorical power: security as a prime 

value over privacy? We doubt this.



When security trumps privacy

•Security as the prime value to be promoted by 
the state? A discourse of threat.

•Viewing privacy as „only“ an individual 
right/value in the context of security as 
something that is important to us all creates the 
distinct risk that privacy will come out the loser 
something that is important to us all creates the 
distinct risk that privacy will come out the loser 
in the balance of between privacy and security. 

•It is paradoxical that decisions are made to limit 
privacy in order to protect democratic society 
and ensure the security, while these same 
means of protection can erode that same 
society (more effectively than attackers might 
have done), undermining its basic values.



“Team America: World Police”

2004, USA, Animation /Satire, 

Directed by Trey Parker



Paradox of securitization

• http://youtu.be/HIPljGWGNt4?t=2m7s



Case: behaviour detection technologies

• Aim: profiling people on 

the basis of prediction 

of their actions and 

behaviors 

– ”which kind of person 

one is?”one is?”



Behaviour detection technologies

EU FP7 projects
Acronym Name Cost Duration

INDECT Intelligent information system 

supporting observation, searching 

and detection for security of citizens 

in urban environment

€ 11 M 2009-2013

ADABTS Automatic Detection of Abnormal 

Behaviour and Threats in crowded 

Spaces

€ 3,2 M 2009-2013



• Main aim:

• combating terrorism and other criminal activities by developing the 

intelligent system for automatic detection of abnormal human behavior

• What they do:

• describe models for abnormal and threat behaviours/threatening events and 

develop algorithms for detectiondevelop algorithms for detection

• develop intelligent cameras and sensors (only INDECT)

• create tools for threat detection in the Internet (only INDECT)

• creating prototypes of  intelligent information systems

• Suspicious behaviour indicators:

• Visible: forgetting luggage, rushing through the crowd, sitting too long in the 

airport etc

• Intricate, signs of stress: eye movements, changes in the heart rate, sensing 

body temperature changes etc



Main risks

Features of technology

Forming large-scale databases

Usually integrated to the large network oriented 

systems enabling to mine and match the data 

from different sources from different sources 

Massive surveillance – all people in public places 

are under surveillance and scrutiny

Distant and covert biometrics data capture

Creates profiles about persons



Reasons for concern

Features of technology Concerns

Forming large-scale databases Violation of privacy (data leakage, access by 

unauthorized person)

Usually integrated to the large network oriented 

systems enabling to mine and match the data 

from different sources 

Function creep, violation of privacy and 

autonomy 

from different sources 

Massive surveillance – all people in public places 

are under surveillance and scrutiny

Violation privacy and autonomy, but also erodes 

democracy - causes a general climate of distrust, 

everybody under suspicion, violates the 

presumption of innocence

Distant and covert biometrics data capture Violation of privacy, self-identification and 

autonomy

Creates profiles about persons Violation of privacy and autonomy, social sorting 

and stigmatization, can cause injustice 



Conlusive thoughts about case-study
• Behaviour detection technologies endanger also other 

values that privacy is protecting 

• In the law enforcement and national security area
– no individual consent is requested, sometimes people are not informed (or 

get know) about the processing of their personal data

– No tradition to justify in eyes of public the necessity and social impacts of 

security measure (no accountability)security measure (no accountability)

• Requesting individual consent would be not in this 

particular case realistic – what are alternative options?
– Informing public about the implementation of technology and the processing 

of personal data enabling the public discussion and engagement in weighing 

values (public consent)

– Trade-off has not to be zero-sum game: use of less intrusive ways and 

technical solutions not involving personal data (privacy by design)



What follows from this case-study?

• Behaviour technologies endanger also other values that 
privacy is protecting 

• The main problem in the law enforcement and national 
security area is that no individual consent is requested
– sometimes people are not informed (or get to know) about the processing of 

their personal datatheir personal data

– No reason to justify in eyes of the public the necessity and social impacts of 
security measure (no accountability)

• Requesting individual consent would not be in this 
particular case realistic – what are alternative options?
– Informing the public about the implementation of technology and the 

processing of personal data enabling the public discussion and engagement 
in weighing values (public consent)

– Trade-off has not to be zero-sum game: use of less intrusive ways and 
technical solutions not involving personal data  



Remember the social dimension of 

privacy
• „The importance of the right to choose, both to 

the individual self-development and to the 
excercise of responsible citizenship, makes the 
claim to privacy a fundamental part of civil liberty 
in democratic society. If we are switched on 
without our knowledge or consent, we have, in 
in democratic society. If we are switched on 
without our knowledge or consent, we have, in 
very concrete terms, lost our rights to decide 
when and with whom we speak, publish, worship 
or associate. Privacy is therefore a social good in 
democratic societies, requiring continuous 
support from the enlightened publics.“ (Alan 
Westin, 2003)



Is it unrealistic to adopt consent?

• It is understandable that the procedure of 
informed consent is not implemented in contexts 
of security.

• However, it does not mean that one should not 
respect the citizens’ autonomy. Citizens’respect the citizens’ autonomy. Citizens’
autonomy can be respected by enabling them to 
participate in informed public discussions 
concerning the benefits and losses accompanying 
the implementation of technology, and in 
decision-making about whether or not such 
technology should be adopted.



• In Politics Aristotle shows that it is essential to 
ensure constitutional arrangements which tie the 
good of the individual citizens to the good of the 
republic and to involve all citizens in political 
deliberation concerning that good.

The common good and autonomy are 

intertwined for Aristotle

deliberation concerning that good.

• Deliberation about our collective ends requires 
practical reason (practical reason (practical reason (practical reason (phronēsisphronēsisphronēsisphronēsis), ), ), ), which is developed 
through self-governance in one’s household affairs 
and through participation in political deliberation.participation in political deliberation.participation in political deliberation.participation in political deliberation.

• At the heart of politics lies “a quest to protect the 
integrity and political autonomy of each citizen in a 
political cosmos.”



• In some contexts it is necessary to weigh 
and rank different social values such as 
privacy and security.

• What we learn from Aristotle is that what 
is expected from us as citizens is not 

Weighing privacy and security

is expected from us as citizens is not 
simple devotion to the common good but 
a reasoned deliberation on the 
conditions and limits of the common 
good. 

• The decision should not be made for the 
citizens but by the citizens.



What ought to be done?

� While weighing privacy against security one should take 
into consideration also other values that privacy is 
protecting (autonomy, liberty, dignity, trust).

• Respect people’s autononomy- they have to be informed 
about the surveillance cameras and data collection.

• Public consent – protect people’s autonomy by allowing 
them to weigh and rank different values. What is in the 
public interest should be defined by the public not by a 
small group of policymakers or businessmen. 

• Public engagement would also secure public trust.
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